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ABSTRACT

Two results on totally balanced TU games are presented. It is first shown that the
core of any zubgame of a non-negative totally balanced game can be easily obtained from
the ma"ximal average value function of the garne. The second result is a characterization of
convex games as those games all ofwhose marginal girmes are totally balanced-
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l. Introduction.
This paper contains some simple observations on totally balanced gnmes. Totally

balancedness was defined by Shapley and Shubik (1969) as the property of having alt
zubgames with nonempty core. These authors proved that totally balanced games
coincide with market garnes generated by exchange economies whose traders have
continuous concave utility functions. Another ctnractenzation of totally balanced ga,mes,
namely, as flow gilmes, was provided by Kalai and Zemel (1982). A flow game arises
from a directed network each of whos€ arcs has a given capacity and belongs to a unique
player; the worth of a coalition is the macimum flow that can be sent from the source to
the sink by using only the arcs owned by its members. The totally balanced character of
flow games is a consequence of the mo<-flow-min cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson
(1962), according to which the maximum source to sink flow equals the minimum capacity
of a cut (i.e., of a set of arcs zuch that, when removed from the networlg nothing can be
sent from the source to the sink). Nonnegative totally balanced games are also known to
be equivalent to linear production games in the sense of Owen (1975). Indeed, to any
nonnegative game one can associate the linear production game in which the resources are
the players, each of which owns only one unit of himsel{, the goods are the nonempty
coalitions, each of which can be sold at a price equal to its wort[ and to produce one unit
of a given coalition one requires one unit of each of its members. One can easily show
that the linear production gatne so defined is precisely the totally balanced cover of the
initial game (i.e., its smallest totally balanced majorant). Note that this linear production
representation of a nonnegative totally balanced garne needs ?? resourc€s (z being the
number of players) and 2' - 1 goods. fur alternative linear production representatiorl
requiring just one good and at most 2^ - L resources, can be deduced from the
observation, due to Kalai and Zemel (1982), that the class of totally balanced games is the
span of the additive garnes by the minimum operation.

Section 2 deals with nonnegative totally balanced games. For these games, a
duality theory has been proposed in Martinez-Legaz (1995), relating them to a special
class of convex functions. To each nontrivial nonnegative garne, one associates its
morimal average value (MAD function which is convex and contains all the information
on the garne provided that it is totdly balanced. Since totally bdanced games have all
srbgames with nonempty core, the natural question arises how to compute these cores
from the MAV function of the game. A simple ailrwer to this question is given in Section
2. In Section 3 we consider a very special class of totally balanced games, namely, that of
convex games. The main resr,rlt in that section establishes that convex girmes are precisely
those games all of whose marginal girmes are totally balanced.

2. Computing the core of a subgame.
An n-person TU garne is a pair | : (lY,u), where.tY is a finite set of players and

u : 2trrR is a function defined on the power set of JY satis$ing the condition u(0) : 0,
called the characteristic function of the game. In this section we will only consider
nontrivial nonnegative games, i.e., those whose characterization function satisfies
u(S) > 0 for all ,5 € 2il and it is not identically zero. As obsewed in Martinez-I*gu
(1995), there is no loss of generality in aszuming that a totally balanced game is
nonnegative since one can replace the original garne by another strategically equivalent



0 - normalized game, which is then totally balanced and nonnegative. For these gam$,
the following duality theory has been developed in Martinez-Legaz (1995). Aszuming
that N: {1,...,n}, one defines the ma:<imal average value (MAn function of I as

p:R!\{0}-.R++ U { + *}, grven by

f(t") :rgaffi
for any a: (wr,...,cr,,) € Ri\{0}(withthe conventionr fi: *m for {ry a > 0 and

8 : 0), where tr(S) :,!.rrr. This function ad.mits the following economic interpretation:

if the components of ar represent the salaries demanded by the players urd u(S) is the
total amount of output produced to an employer by a set ,5 of players when they use his
resources, then p(cu) is the morimum amount of output per unit of money spent that the
employer can obtain by hiring a coalition. Function pr is convex" continuous, positively
homogeneous of degree - 1 and finite-valued on JR|.a; moreover, by Theorem 2.1 n
Martinez-Legaz (1995), if f is totally balanced its characteristic function can be recovered
from its IvIAV function by means of the following formula:

u(,5):
uQ

flunEl\ lgyr(@)c.u(,5) 
for anY S c lY

(with the convention that (+oo).0: *m). It turns out that, inthis case, p contains
all the information on the game. Therefore, it is in principle possible to compute the cores
of the zubgames of | (which are nonempty as I is totally balanced) directly from ;r. A
way for doing it is zuggested by the following theorem.

Theorem l. Let f : (iV, u), with lV: {1, ...,n}, be anontrivialnowregative totally
balorced T(l gone od let ? c lV be such tM u(T) ) 0. For ory r € R1\t0\, th"

fol lowing statements oe e Etivalent :
(l) x belongs to the core of the vbgone fr : (T,upr).
(2) there exisa o e R!\{0} vch tlat e :a r : (u;);er otd p(u ) - L; for

every d € lR.?\{A} vtisfying these conditions, fr ts ot optimal solution of

(Py) rninirnizep(w)
subjectto u(T) :1.

Thereerists E €Ri\{0} stchthat r:ar, p@)=1 @td fu isarr

opthnal solution of (Pr).

Proof. To prove the implication (l) + (z),let r be a core element of Fa and take any
a:(6i)ier€Ri\{0} zuchthat ar=r and u(S)<d(S)forall SA.T (this
condition can be achieved by grning zufficiently high values to a ; for i ( T). Since we
alsohave u(S)SD(S) forall ScT (as or:a isinthecoreof la),itfollows
that p(6 ) S 1. But we actually have p(o ) : 1, irs a consequence of

(3)



u(d)>'u(") u(T) 
'l;TD:-=i:1'

Let o.'e R|\i0) be any point satisfying i --o. ud p(E ) : r. By a T :8, the
point ;ft; is a feasible solution to problem (Pr). To show that it is optima! it sufrces
to observe that, for each feasible cu € Ri\{O}, one has

p(a,) I ffi- u(?) : r(T): p(a)r(") : r(,.,,9-)
Implication (2) + (3) is obvious.
Let us now prove (3) + (l). Gven d as in (3) and any S C ?, we have

u(S) < p(a )6 (S) : d (S) - r(,S).

Take o € Ri\{O} zuch that p(w)w(T) : u(T) (such a point indeed exists, by the above
mentioned formula to recover u from p). From the optimality of ;ft, it follows that

{r): p(a)c(\: r(h) 
= 
u(a) : p(w)u(r) : u(r),

whence r(T) < u(f). Since the opposite inequdity also holds, we conclude that c
belongs to the core of fr. tr

As a particular case of Theorem l, the next rezult characterizes the core of the
game itself.

Corollary l. Letl be as in Theorem I. For any c e R!\{0}, tlefolloving stqtements
re eErivalent:
(1) c belongs to the core of l.
(2) p(x) : I @td ;frr; i" an optimal solution of (Pr).

Theorem I shows that each point belongng to the core of a zubgame fa induces
an optimal solution of the associated optimization problem (Pd. In the opposite
direction, we have

Corollary 2. Let t @td T be as in Theorem I. For ory cl,l € Ri\{0}, the follwing
statements oe eErivalent :
(l) u is ot optimal solution of (Pr).
(2) o(?) : L @ld p(u)wr belongs to the core of |y.

Proofl, Let s : p(w)uy. If (l) holds, then @ : p(a)u satisfies (3) of Theorem l,
whence (2) follows. Conversely, tf (2) holds then a : p(w)u satisfies r :d r and
p(d ): 1 whence, bv (1) + (2) in Theorem l, we obtain (l). tr

In view of Theorem I and Corollary 2, to compute the core of a (nontrivial)
ubgame Ia one can apply the following method: find all optimal solutions d to the
problem (Pr); the elements in the core of 12' are just those of the form p(a )O r.
Indee{ by Corollary 2, each p@)d a belongs to the core of f1'. Conversely, each
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element c in the core of Fa can be obtained in this way. To s€e this, take o as in (3)
of Theorem l. Then ft tt an optimal solution of (Pa) and, as p(d ): 1, one has

a:@ r: P(a)d r:"(;ft;) ?o,

One can illustrate this method by computing the core of the unanimity gaure
FP : (.iV, 

"P) associated to a nonernpty coalition P c .lf, whose characteristic function
is given by

f 6): {l j|f,"i;
As shown in Martinez-Legaz (1995), the MAV function pP of fP is just

tf @): ,6. Therefore, the minimizers of pP(r) under the constraint a.,(tY) :1
are those d € R?\{0} zuch that o (P) : 1 and d xlp :0. Since these points
satisfy pP (6 ) = 1, it follows that they are the core elements of fP.

To summarize, our rezults show that the computation of the core of any zubgame
of the nonnegative totally balanced game reduces to the minimization of a conve( function
(ofnonnegative variables) under one linear constraint.

3. Characterizing conver games by means of their marginals.
A very important class of totdly balanced games is that of convor games. One

says that f : (iV, u) is convex if for all coalitions ,5, ?, one has

u(^9) + u(r) < u(S u 
") 

+ u(^9 nfl.
The term "convoC' is due to the property of "increasing rehlrns" enjoyed by these games.

Indee4 it is well-known that I is convex if and only if it satisfies

u(^9 u {i}) - u(S) < u(?u {i}) - u(")

for each t € /V and wery coalitions,9, ? srch that S c T c JV\{i}. An orample of
convo( games is provided by unanimity games (see Section 2).

Since totally balancedness is not a sr.rfficient condition for a game to be convoq a

nahral question to ask is which additional conditions imposed on a totally balanced game

erurure its corwexity. The answer is given by the following theorern, which says that the
required conditions are the totally balancedness of the marginal games as well, By the
marginal game relative to coalition ? C iV, we mean the game f|r: (iv\?,r{') whose
characteristic function is defined by drp) : u(T U S) - ug).

Theorem 2. Let | : (.iV, u) be a TU game. Thefolla+ing statements oe eEivalent:
(l) T is corwex.

@ ff is cotwexfor every ? C N.
(3) Fi' is totally balancedfor every ? c ff.
(4) fi' is nperadditivefor every T c .lf.



Proof.
have

To prove (l) + (2), let ? C .l[ and Sr,,Sz C N\". Since f is convex, we

dr(S) + drF) : u(T u Sr) + u(T u Sz) - Zu(T) <
< u(T U,S1 U Sz) + u(T u (Sr n Sz)) - 2u(T) :
: dr(& u 5z) + dr(& fi sz),

which shows tbat dr is convex Implications (2) + (3) =+ (4) follow from the well-
known facts that all convex girmes are totally balanced and that the latter are
superadditive. So, it only remains to prove (4) + (l); to this aim, it zuffces to observe
that foreach 51, ,S2 C N, onehas

u(Sr) +u(,S2): ds,nq(,Sr\Sz) *ds,6s,(Sr\Sz) *2u(^91 n,Sz) S
S ds,n& ((sr u Sz)\(sr n Sz)) * 2u(S1 n ^92) 

:
: u(Sr u.9z) * u(Sl n Sz),

where the inequality follows from the nrperadditivity of dg,ngr. tr

The equivalence between statements (l) and (a) of the preceding theorem was
implicitly used in Martinez-Legaz (1996) to prove Proposition 20 on a characterization of
convex gamelr in terms of indirect functions. Based on the equivalence (l) <+ (2), we will
nod pres€nt an dtemative characterization of convor games, similar to that of totally
balanced gamexl in terms of balanced sets of coalitions [cf., e.9., Shapley and Shubik
(1969)1. To this aim, we need the following notion.

Definition 1. A collection B of vbsets of P C iV is moginally P-balqced if there

exist positive weigh* ?s, ,9 €, Bt =Ut{, 2 Ut}, sch tha .for each

r'l
t € P\ts 

2 uti we ha,e

t ?s:1'
*zq

Corollary 3. A W ga ne | : (ff, u) is cowex if od only if

^rr.r%ursu(s) 
- (re ,1,-')"("!",

for every P C N md every mugrnally P-balnced collection B with weights

{r"}s.s.



Proof. The "only if part follows from the totdly balancedness of dr, with
?: fl .^.9, and the fac't that the marginal P-balancedness of 6 is equivalent to the

S eB
balanccdness of {S\T}s.e as a collection of subsets of P, associating to each
nonempty ,S\? theweight Ts.To provetheconverse, given ,S,?C Nwith S tf
and T S. S, l* P : S UT. Then {S, f} is the marginally P-batanced with
7s : ^lT :1. Thus, the aszumed inequality reduces to

u(^9 u 
") 

> u(S) + u(j/') -u(s n 
").tr

The interest of Corollary 3 lies in that it allows for an easy comparison between
convex games and totally balanced galres. Notice that the condition stated in Corollary 3
reduces to that of totally balancedness when restricted in collections B having an empty
intersection. Moreover, it admits the following interpretation. If a fraction ?s of
coalition,S forms, thus yielding an output 7su(S), the total output that P can obtain is at
least the zum of all these outputs minus that pai4 by their extra eflort, to the snrbcoalition
consisting of those players who contributed f, 7s (greater than l) units of themselves.

S eE
This payment is the output they would be able to obtain by themselves with this extra
effort. Note that, as 6 is P-balanced, the other players contribute exactly one
unit ofthemselves.
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